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Long Sleeve Ikat Tops by A2M USA Added to Girl’s & Women’s Line

Traditional tribal patterns become 21st century modern in A2M USA™ Long Sleeve Ikat Top
featuring sheer sleeves and lace trim.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) November 05, 2013 -- The A2M USA™ lightweight Long Sleeve Ikat Top
provides a new take on a traditional African pattern for America. With sheer black sleeves and a black backing,
these lightweight, breathable shirts for women and girls accentuate the recognizable Ikat tribal pattern on the
front, but surprise with a lace trim in the back. With chiffon sleeves, the age-old pattern becomes timeless and
sophisticated for an all-around American-cool look. This shirt needs next to nothing in the way of
accessorizing.

Paired with leggings and boots, or jeans and heels, the long sleeve Ikat shirt by A2M USA’s loose boat neck top
results in an effortless look that is bold yet elegant. Perfect for date night or a shopping trip, the long sleeve Ikat
top is informal enough for daytime wear, yet dressy enough for dinner. Constructed of a rayon polyester blend,
the Ikat Long Sleeve Top by A2M USA is available in sizes XS-L.

The A2M USA Long Sleeve Ikat Top is exclusively made in in the USA. A2M USA offers free shipping on all
exchanges within the United States.

A2M USA was founded by an African-born European entrepreneur who started an American-inspired casual
fashion line in Europe which caused a sensation among European youth. His dream was to conquer America,
and he relocated here in 2012. With the launch of A2MUSA.com his dream has come one step closer to reality.
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Contact Information
Ted Myers
TRIXMEDIA Inc.
http://www.trixmedia.com
800-717-8271

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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